Oracle Sql Tutorial Workshop Manual
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience just about lesson, amusement, as
competently as promise can be gotten by just checking out a ebook Oracle Sql Tutorial Workshop
Manual afterward it is not directly done, you could put up with even more as regards this life, in
this area the world.
We offer you this proper as without difficulty as easy pretentiousness to acquire those all. We give
Oracle Sql Tutorial Workshop Manual and numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. in the midst of them is this Oracle Sql Tutorial Workshop Manual that can be
your partner.

Learning SQL - Alan Beaulieu 2009-04-11
Updated for the latest database management
systems -- including MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g, and
Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 -- this introductory
guide will get you up and running with SQL
quickly. Whether you need to write database
applications, perform administrative tasks, or
generate reports, Learning SQL, Second Edition,
will help you easily master all the SQL
fundamentals. Each chapter presents a selfcontained lesson on a key SQL concept or
technique, with numerous illustrations and
annotated examples. Exercises at the end of
each chapter let you practice the skills you
learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly
through SQL basics and learn several advanced
features Use SQL data statements to generate,
manipulate, and retrieve data Create database
objects, such as tables, indexes, and constraints,
using SQL schema statements Learn how data
sets interact with queries, and understand the
importance of subqueries Convert and
manipulate data with SQL's built-in functions,
and use conditional logic in data statements
Knowledge of SQL is a must for interacting with
data. With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn
how to put the power and flexibility of this
language to work.
Beginning Oracle Application Express 5 Doug Gault 2015-12-30
Whether you’re new to Oracle or an old hand
who has yet to test the waters of APEX,
Beginning Oracle Application Express 5
introduces the processes and best practices
you’ll need to become proficient with APEX. The
book shows off the programming environment,
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the utilities and tools available, and then
continues by walking through the process of
building a working system from the ground up.
All code is documented and explained so that
those new to the languages will not be lost. After
reading this book, power users and
programmers alike can quickly put together
robust and scalable applications for use by one
person, by a department, by an entire company.
Beginning Oracle Application Express 5
introduces version 5 of the popular and
productive Oracle Application Express
development platform. Called APEX for short,
the platform enables rapid and easy
development of web-based applications that
make full use of Oracle Database. The release of
APEX 5 brings major new changes to the page
builder, an enhanced universal theme, better
RESTful web services support, enhanced
application packaging, and the many redesigned
wizards give a new and fresh feel to the user
interface. Covers brand-new functionality in
APEX 5 Provides fully documented and explained
example code Guides you through creating a
working and fully deployable application
Oracle Database XE 11gR2 Jump Start Guide Asif Momen 2012-07-10
Build and manage your Oracle Database XE
environment with this fast paced, practical guide
Designing Data-Intensive Web Applications Stefano Ceri 2003-01-04
The most prominent Web applications in use
today are data-intensive. Scores of database
management systems across the Internet access
and maintain large amounts of structured data
for e-commerce, on-line trading, banking, digital
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libraries, and other high-volume sites.
Developing and maintaining these data-intensive
applications is an especially complex, multidisciplinary activity, requiring all the tools and
techniques that software engineering can
provide. This book represents a breakthrough
for Web application developers. Using hundreds
of illustrations and an elegant intuitive modeling
language, the authors—all internationally-known
database researchers—present a methodology
that fully exploits the conceptual modeling
approach of software engineering, from idea to
application. Readers will learn not only how to
harness the design technologies of relational
databases for use on the Web, but also how to
transform their conceptual designs of dataintensive Web applications into effective
software components. * A fully self-contained
introduction and practitioner's guide suitable for
both technical and non-technical members of
staff, as well as students. * A methodology,
development process, and notation (WebML)
based on common practice but optimized for the
unique challenges of high-volume Web
applications. * Completely platform- and
product-independent; even the use of WebML is
optional. * Based on well-known industry
standards such as UML and the Entity
Relationship Model. * Enhanced by its own Web
site (http://www.webml.org), containing
additional examples, papers, teaching materials,
developers' resources, and exercises with
solutions.
SQL Tuning - Dan Tow 2003-11-19
A poorly performing database application not
only costs users time, but also has an impact on
other applications running on the same
computer or the same network. SQL Tuning
provides an essential next step for SQL
developers and database administrators who
want to extend their SQL tuning expertise and
get the most from their database
applications.There are two basic issues to focus
on when tuning SQL: how to find and interpret
the execution plan of an SQL statement and how
to change SQL to get a specific alternate
execution plan. SQL Tuning provides answers to
these questions and addresses a third issue
that's even more important: how to find the
optimal execution plan for the query to
use.Author Dan Tow outlines a timesaving
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method he's developed for finding the optimum
execution plan--rapidly and systematically-regardless of the complexity of the SQL or the
database platform being used. You'll learn how
to understand and control SQL execution plans
and how to diagram SQL queries to deduce the
best execution plan for a query. Key chapters in
the book include exercises to reinforce the
concepts you've learned. SQL Tuning concludes
by addressing special concerns and unique
solutions to "unsolvable problems."Whether you
are a programmer who develops SQL-based
applications or a database administrator or other
who troubleshoots poorly tuned applications,
SQL Tuning will arm you with a reliable and
deterministic method for tuning your SQL
queries to gain optimal performance.
Engineering Societies in the Agents World Andrea Omicini 2003-06-26
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed
post-proceedings of the First International
Workshop on Engineering Societies in the
Agents World, ESAW 2000, held in Berlin,
Germany in August 2000. The 10 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected for inclusion in the book; they are
organized in topical sections on emerging issues
in multi-agent systems engineering, coordination
models and technologies for multi-agent
systems, and methodologies and tools.
Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket Reference Steven Feuerstein 2007-10-23
The fourth edition of this popular pocket guide
provides quick-reference information that will
help you use Oracle's PL/SQL language,
including the newest Oracle Database 11g
features. It's a companion to Steven Feuerstein
and Bill Pribyl's bestselling Oracle PL/SQL
Programming. This concise guide boils down the
most vital PL/SQL information into an accessible
summary of: Fundamental language elements
(e.g., block structure, datatypes, declarations)
Statements for program control, cursor
management, and exception handling Records,
procedures, functions, triggers, and packages
Calling PL/SQL functions in SQL Compilation
options, object-oriented features, collections,
and Java integration The new edition describes
such Oracle Database 11g elements as PL/SQL's
function result cache, compound triggers, the
CONTINUE statement, the SIMPLE_INTEGER
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datatype, and improvements to native
compilation, regular expressions, and compiler
optimization (including intra-unit inlining). In
addition, this book now includes substantial new
sections on Oracle's built-in functions and
packages. When you need answers quickly, the
Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket Reference will
save you hours of frustration.
PC - 1989-03

new administrative features, query data
dictionary tables, and more. Original.
(Intermediate)
Oracle PL/SQL by Example - Benjamin
Rosenzweig 2008-08-15
This integrated learning solution teaches all the
Oracle PL/SQL skills you need, hands-on,
through real-world labs, extensive examples,
exercises, and projects! Completely updated for
Oracle 11g, Oracle PL/SQL by Example , Fourth
Edition covers all the fundamentals, from
PL/SQL syntax and program control through
packages and Oracle 11g’s significantly
improved triggers. One step at a time, you’ll
walk through every key task, discovering the
most important PL/SQL programming
techniques on your own. Building on your handson learning, the authors share solutions that
offer deeper insights and proven best practices.
End-of-chapter projects bring together all the
techniques you’ve learned, strengthening your
understanding through real-world practice. This
book’s approach fully reflects the authors’
award-winning experience teaching PL/SQL
programming to professionals at Columbia
University. New database developers and DBAs
can use its step-by-step instructions to get
productive fast; experienced PL/SQL
programmers can use this book as a practical
solutions reference. Coverage includes •
Mastering basic PL/SQL concepts and general
programming language fundamentals, and
understanding SQL’s role in PL/SQL • Using
conditional and iterative program control
techniques, including the new CONTINUE and
CONTINUE WHEN statements • Efficiently
handling errors and exceptions • Working with
cursors and triggers, including Oracle 11g’s
powerful new compound triggers • Using stored
procedures, functions, and packages to write
modular code that other programs can execute •
Working with collections, object-relational
features, native dynamic SQL, bulk SQL, and
other advanced PL/SQL capabilities • Handy
reference appendices: PL/SQL formatting guide,
sample database schema, ANSI SQL standards
reference, and more
SQL Queries for Mere Mortals - John L. Viescas
2014
Presents a guide to writing effective SQL
queries, from simple data selection and filtering

Computerworld - 1990-10-22
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has
been the leading source of technology news and
information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and
custom research form the hub of the world's
largest global IT media network.
IBM Cognos Dynamic Query - Nigel Campbell
2013-09-12
This IBM® Redbooks® publication explains how
IBM Cognos® Business Intelligence (BI)
administrators, authors, modelers, and power
users can use the dynamic query layer
effectively. It provides guidance for determining
which technology within the dynamic query
layer can best satisfy your business
requirements. Administrators can learn how to
tune the query service effectively and preferred
practices for managing their business
intelligence content. This book includes
information about metadata modeling of
relational data sources with IBM Cognos
Framework Manager. It includes considerations
that can help you author high-performing
applications that satisfy analytical requirements
of users. This book provides guidance for
troubleshooting issues related to the dynamic
query layer of Cognos BI. Related documents:
Solution Guide : Big Data Analytics with IBM
Cognos BI Dynamic Query Blog post : IBM
Cognos Dynamic Query Extensibility
Software for Architects - Karen M. Kensek 1992
Oracle SQL*Plus - Jonathan Gennick 1999
An interactive guide to Oracle's intensive query
tool, SQL* Plus, discusses its powerful features,
furnishes a syntax quick reference, and explains
how to write and execute script files, generate
reports, extract data from the database, utilize
oracle-sql-tutorial-workshop-manual
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to joining multiple tables and modifying sets of
data, with information on how to solve a variety
of challenging SQL problems.
Oracle PL / SQL For Dummies - Michael
Rosenblum 2006-06-13
Find tips for creating efficient PL/SQL code If
you know a bit about SQL, this book will make
PL/SQL programming painless! The Oracle has
spoken—you need to get up to speed on PL/SQL
programming, right? We predict it'll be a breeze
with this book! You'll find out about code
structures, best practices, and code naming
standards, how to use conditions and loops,
where to place PL/SQL code in system projects,
ways to manipulate data, and more. Discover
how to Write efficient, easy-to-maintain code
Test and debug PL/SQL routines Integrate SQL
and PL/SQL Apply PL/SQL best practices Use
new features introduced in Oracle 9i and 10g
PC Mag - 1989-04-25
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology,
delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of
the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help
you make better buying decisions and get more
from technology.
PC Magazine - 1993

necessary! The result is a book that covers all
the key features of PL/SQL without wasting your
time discussing esoteric and obsolete parts of
the language. Learn what really matters, so that
you can get to work feeling confident with what
you know about PL/SQL. Covers the key topics
that matter, including variables and datatypes,
executing statements, working with cursors,
bulk operations, real-world objects, debugging,
testing, and more. Teaches you to write
production-level, object-oriented PL/SQL. You'll
explore relational PL/SQL, but unlike most other
books on the subject, this one emphasizes the
use of PL/SQLs object-oriented features as well.
Guides you in working through real examples of
using of PL/SQL. You'll learn PL/SQL by applying
it to real-world business problems, not by heavy
theory.
Oracle JDeveloper 11g Handbook - Duncan Mills
2009-10-06
Written by the most knowledgeable Oracle
JDeveloper author team in the world This Oracle
Press guide shows how to build Web applications
using the Fusion Middleware development tool,
Oracle JDeveloper. The book discusses the latest
technologies and explains how to develop code
using multiple techniques. Oracle JDeveloper
11g Handbook: A Guide to Fusion Web
Development covers the Oracle Application
Development Framework and JavaServer Faces.
Hands-on practice examples walk you through
the creation of a complete sample application
that employs highly-interactive user interface
components and declarative development
methods. You will learn the techniques required
to implement Fusion-oriented software solutions
in JDeveloper.
ORACLE PL/SQL 101 - Christopher Allen
2000-12-22
This in-depth guide explains how to use SQL to
work with data in a database, and how to
automate complicated tasks using PL/SQL.
Toad for Oracle Unleashed - Bert Scalzo
2015-06-29
Bert Scalzo and Dan Hotka have written the
definitive, up-to-date guide to Version 12.x,
Dell’s powerful new release of Toad for Oracle.
Packed with step-by-step recipes, detailed
screen shots, and hands-on exercises, Toad for
Oracle Unleashed shows both developers and
DBAs how to maximize their productivity.

Beginning Oracle PL/SQL - Donald Bales
2015-05-08
Beginning Oracle PL/SQL gets you started in
using the built-in language that every Oracle
developer and database administrator must
know. Oracle Database is chock-full of built-in
application features that are free for the using,
and PL/SQL is your ticket to learning about and
using those features from your own code. With
it, you can centralize business logic in the
database, you can offload application logic, and
you can automate database- and applicationadministration tasks. Author Don Bales provides
in Beginning Oracle PL/SQL a fast-paced and
example-filled tutorial. Learn from Don’s
extensive experience to discover the most
commonly used aspects of PL/SQL, without
wasting time on obscure and obsolete features.
The author takes his 20+ years of experience
and a wealth of statistics he's gathered on
PL/SQL usage over those years and applies the
80/20 rule: cover what's most needed and used
by PL/SQL professionals and avoid what's not
oracle-sql-tutorial-workshop-manual
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Drawing on their unsurpassed experience
running Toad in production Oracle
environments, Scalzo and Hotka thoroughly
cover every area of Toad’s functionality. You’ll
find practical insights into each of Toad’s most
useful tools, from App Designer to Doc
Generator, ER Diagrammer to Code Road Map.
The authors offer proven solutions you can apply
immediately to solve a wide variety of problems,
from maintaining code integrity to automating
performance and scalability testing. Learn how
to… Install and launch Toad, connect to a
database, and explore Toad’s new features
Customize Toad to optimize productivity in your
environment Use the Editor Window to execute
SQL and PL/SQL, and view, save, or convert data
Browse your schema, and create and edit objects
Quickly generate useful reports with FastReport
and Report Manager Clarify your database’s
tables and data with the powerful Entity
Relationship Diagrammer (ERD) and HTML
documentation generator Work more efficiently
with PL/SQL using code templates, snippets, and
shortcuts Automate actions and applications
with Automation Designer Perform key DBA
tasks including database health checks,
tablespace management, database and schema
comparisons, and object rebuilding Identify and
optimize poorlyperforming SQL and applications
ON THE WEB: Download all examples and
source code presented in this book from
informit.com/title/9780134131856 as it becomes
available.
Microsoft Azure SQL Database Step by Step
- Leonard Lobel 2014
Your hands-on guide to Azure SQL Database
fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach
yourself the fundamentals of Windows Azure
SQL Database. If you have previous
programming experience but are new to Azure,
this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance
and coding exercises you need to master core
topics and techniques. Discover how to: Perform
Azure setup and configuration Explore design
and security considerations Use programming
and reporting services Migrate data Backup and
sync data Work with scalability and high
performance Understand the differences
between SQL Server and Windows Azure SQL
Database
Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler for
oracle-sql-tutorial-workshop-manual

Database Design Mastery - Heli Helskyaho
2015-05-22
Design Databases with Oracle SQL Developer
Data Modeler In this practical guide, Oracle ACE
Director Heli Helskyaho explains the process of
database design using Oracle SQL Developer
Data Modeler—the powerful, free tool that
flawlessly supports Oracle and other database
environments, including Microsoft SQL Server
and IBM DB2. Oracle SQL Developer Data
Modeler for Database Design Mastery covers
requirement analysis, conceptual, logical, and
physical design, data warehousing, reporting,
and more. Create and deploy high-performance
enterprise databases on any platform using the
expert tips and best practices in this Oracle
Press book. Configure Oracle SQL Developer
Data Modeler Perform requirement analysis
Translate requirements into a formal conceptual
data model and process models Transform the
conceptual (logical) model into a relational
model Manage physical database design
Generate data definition language (DDL) scripts
to create database objects Design a data
warehouse database Use subversion for version
control and to enable a multiuser environment
Document an existing database Use the
reporting tools in Oracle SQL Developer Data
Modeler Compare designs and the database
Oracle SQL*Plus - Jonathan Gennick 2000
Despite the wide use of SQL *Plus, few
developers and database administrators know
how powerful it really is. And the syntax can
sometimes be tricky. This portable guide
provides a quick reference to subjects such as
interacting with SQL *Plus, selecting data,
formatting reports, writing scripting, and tuning
SQL. There's also a command reference.
PC Mag - 1988-05-17
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology,
delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of
the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help
you make better buying decisions and get more
from technology.
Oracle Developer's Guide - David McClanahan
1996
Officially authorized by Oracle, this book will
teach potential developers all they need to know
to develop good Oracle applications. It provides
the code needed to perform many common tasks
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and covers Oracle7 background information,
program development, and distributed
databases. Security, error handling, and
optimizing performance are discussed for those
interested in advanced programming.
Oracle 11G - Joan Casteel 2014-06-25
ORACLE 11G: SQL is not simply a study guide; it
is written for individuals who have just a basic
knowledge of databases and can be utilized in a
course on this latest implementation of SQL
from Oracle.
Oracle BI 11g - Sideris Courseware Corp 2012
This textbook offers an exhaustive, step-by-step
guide through the powerful features of the
Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) product suite.
One will learn the concepts, methods and
techniques for building sophisticated data
analytic modules. Analytic results are then
organized into interactive dashboards. A solid
foundation is laid for one to progress onto the
latest and most advanced data analytic
capabilities. The following specific topics are
included in this guide book: Background
discussion of data warehousing, business
intelligence (BI) and data analytics presented in
a form that business professionals can readily
understand; Background concepts regarding
logical data models, star schema and snowflake
schema warehouse models; How to build
analytical models using fact tables, dimensions,
dimension hierarchies, cubes, measures and
other multidimensional data model objects; Use
interactive Dashboards to analyze data, uncover
trends and make strategic business decisions;
Export BI results to productivity software such
as Microsoft Office or other external systems;
Design customized Dashboards to reflect an
individual's role, perspective or business
interest; Creating data analyses and dynamically
interact with results produced from Oracle BI;
Format analyses using sorts, filters and prompts;
Format column output, subtotaling,
customization of column properties and
transforming column data using formulas;
Create results with compound layouts, including
views such as tabular, chart, pivot table, gauge
and others; Manage content, permissions and
access within the Presentation Catalog. This
textbook includes dozens of learning exercises,
with detailed point-and-click solutions also
provided.
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Oracle PL/SQL Best Practices - Steven
Feuerstein 2001-04-09
In this book, Steven Feuerstein, widely
recognized as one of the world's experts on the
Oracle PL/SQL language, distills his many years
of programming, writing, and teaching about
PL/SQL into a set of PL/SQL language "best
practices"--rules for writing code that is
readable, maintainable, and efficient. Too often,
developers focus on simply writing programs
that run without errors--and ignore the impact of
poorly written code upon both system
performance and their ability (and their
colleagues' ability) to maintain that code over
time.Oracle PL/SQL Best Practices is a concise,
easy-to-use reference to Feuerstein's
recommendations for excellent PL/SQL coding.
It answers the kinds of questions PL/SQL
developers most frequently ask about their code:
How should I format my code? What naming
conventions, if any, should I use? How can I
write my packages so they can be more easily
maintained? What is the most efficient way to
query information from the database? How can I
get all the developers on my team to handle
errors the same way? The book contains 120
best practices, divided by topic area. It's full of
advice on the program development process,
coding style, writing SQL in PL/SQL, data
structures, control structures, exception
handling, program and package construction,
and built-in packages. It also contains a handy,
pull-out quick reference card. As a helpful
supplement to the text, code examples
demonstrating each of the best practices are
available on the O'Reilly web site.Oracle PL/SQL
Best Practices is intended as a companion to
O'Reilly's larger Oracle PL/SQL books. It's a
compact, readable reference that you'll turn to
again and again--a book that no serious
developer can afford to be without.
The Java Tutorial - Sharon Biocca Zakhour
2013-02-27
The Java® Tutorial, Fifth Edition, is based on
Release 7 of the Java Platform Standard Edition.
This revised and updated edition introduces the
new features added to the platform, including a
section on NIO.2, the new file I/O API, and
information on migrating legacy code to the new
API. The deployment coverage has also been
expanded, with new chapters such as “Doing
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More with Rich Internet Applications” and
“Deployment in Depth,” and a section on the
fork/join feature has been added to the chapter
on concurrency. Information reflecting Project
Coin developments, including the new try-withresources statement, the ability to catch more
than one type of exception with a single
exception handler, support for binary literals,
and diamond syntax, which results in cleaner
generics code, has been added where
appropriate. The chapters covering generics,
Java Web Start, and applets have also been
updated. In addition, if you plan to take one of
the Java SE 7 certification exams, this guide can
help. A special appendix, “Preparing for Java
Programming Language Certification,” lists the
three exams available, details the items covered
on each exam, and provides cross-references to
where more information about each topic
appears in the text. All of the material has been
thoroughly reviewed by members of Oracle Java
engineering to ensure that the information is
accurate and up to date.
Mastering Oracle PL/SQL - Christopher Beck
2008-01-01
If you have mastered the fundamentals of the
PL/SQL language and are now looking for an indepth, practical guide to solving real problems
with PL/SQL stored procedures, then this is the
book for you.
PC Tech Journal - 1987-11

own data - Define the right data types for your
information - Aggregate, sort, and filter data to
find patterns - Use basic math and advanced
statistical functions - Identify errors in data and
clean them up - Import and export data using
delimited text files - Write queries for
geographic information systems (GIS) - Create
advanced queries and automate tasks Learning
SQL doesn’t have to be dry and complicated.
Practical SQL delivers clear examples with an
easy-to-follow approach to teach you the tools
you need to build and manage your own
databases. This book uses PostgreSQL, but the
SQL syntax is applicable to many database
applications, including Microsoft SQL Server
and MySQL.
TOAD Pocket Reference for Oracle - Jim
McDaniel 2002
Explores the interactive environment used for
Oracle development and administration,
covering topics including features, menus,
defaults, shortcut keys, and SQL tuning.
Oracle PL/SQL Programming - Steven
Feuerstein 2002
The authors have revised and updated this
bestseller to include both the Oracle8i and new
Oracle9i Internet-savvy database products.
Data Mesh - Zhamak Dehghani 2022-03-08
We're at an inflection point in data, where our
data management solutions no longer match the
complexity of organizations, the proliferation of
data sources, and the scope of our aspirations to
get value from data with AI and analytics. In this
practical book, author Zhamak Dehghani
introduces data mesh, a decentralized
sociotechnical paradigm drawn from modern
distributed architecture that provides a new
approach to sourcing, sharing, accessing, and
managing analytical data at scale. Dehghani
guides practitioners, architects, technical
leaders, and decision makers on their journey
from traditional big data architecture to a
distributed and multidimensional approach to
analytical data management. Data mesh treats
data as a product, considers domains as a
primary concern, applies platform thinking to
create self-serve data infrastructure, and
introduces a federated computational model of
data governance. Get a complete introduction to
data mesh principles and its constituents Design
a data mesh architecture Guide a data mesh

Practical SQL - Anthony DeBarros 2018-05-01
Practical SQL is an approachable and fast-paced
guide to SQL (Structured Query Language), the
standard programming language for defining,
organizing, and exploring data in relational
databases. The book focuses on using SQL to
find the story your data tells, with the popular
open-source database PostgreSQL and the
pgAdmin interface as its primary tools. You’ll
first cover the fundamentals of databases and
the SQL language, then build skills by analyzing
data from the U.S. Census and other federal and
state government agencies. With exercises and
real-world examples in each chapter, this book
will teach even those who have never
programmed before all the tools necessary to
build powerful databases and access information
quickly and efficiently. You’ll learn how to: Create databases and related tables using your
oracle-sql-tutorial-workshop-manual
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strategy and execution Navigate organizational
design to a decentralized data ownership model
Move beyond traditional data warehouses and
lakes to a distributed data mesh
Jakarta Struts For Dummies - Mike Robinson
2004-03-23
As a Web developer, you’ve probably heard a lot
about Jakarta Struts, the popular open source
framework for creating Web applications in Java.
Struts is the de facto standard for Java-based
Web applications; in fact, some people consider
it the yardstick by which all other Web
application frameworks are measured. The
Struts framework is based on a classic ModelView-Controller (MVC) design paradigm that
combines Java servlets, Java Server Pages (JSP),
custom tags, and message resources into a
unified framework. Jakarta Struts For Dummies
will get you up and running with Struts in a
hurry, so you can Control the business logic of
your applications Design the view for JavaServer
Pages Validate data Use tiles to dynamically
create pages Secure and troubleshoot your
applications, and more Jakarta Struts saves you
coding time and helps you create an extensible
development environment. Jakarta Struts For
Dummies provides the information you need
when you need it, and even lets you get your feet
wet right away by creating a special “jump start”
application in Part I. Jakarta Struts For Dummies
helps you Understand and apply the Model-ViewController (MVC) design pattern Integrate Struts
into a Web application environment Use tag
libraries to simplify your JSP pages Maintain
control with effective security features
Internationalize Web applications with a feature
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that creates easy-to-update text content, so
international viewers can see pages in their own
languages Represent all types of data, from one
or two items to a huge and complex database
Extend Jakarta’s functionality with plug-ins Use
logging to help you troubleshoot an application
Loaded with tips, examples, and explanatory
sidebars, this plain-English guide to Jakarta
Struts will have you creating Web applications
with Struts before you can say “Java”.
MySQL Reference Manual - Michael Widenius
2002
This comprehensive reference guide offers
useful pointers for advanced use of SQL and
describes the bugs and workarounds involved in
compiling MySQL for every system.
Murach's MySQL - Joel Murach 2015-03
This how-to guide to MySQL is perfect for
beginning programmers or experienced
developers. It shows how to code all the
essential SQL statements for working with a
MySQL database. It shows how to design a
database, including how to use MySQL
Workbench to create an EER model. It shows
how to take advantage of relatively new MySQL
features such as foreign keys, transactions,
stored procedures, stored functions, and
triggers. And it presents a starting set of skills
for a database administrator (DBA). A must-have
for anyone who works with MySQL.
The J2EE Tutorial - Dale Green 2002
Provides example programs and their source
code to explore concepts and technologies
including Enterprise JavaBeans, JavaServer
Pages, Java Message Service, and Java Naming
and Directory Interface.
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